Everlast Climbing Walls

Rock Wall Climbing is part of the “New P.E.,” the physical education movement with a focus on lifetime fitness for EVERY student. Rock climbing is a dynamic activity that is attractive to a diverse group of people—even those not typically interested in physical activity. Climbing provides opportunities to build physical, cognitive, social and emotional skills.

Traverse Walls

A Traverse Wall is climbed horizontally, not vertically. The wall is 8' or 10' high and comes in sections to allow for any desired length. The fun and challenge of a Traverse Wall is making it from one side to the other, rather than to the top. Students are never more than a few feet off the floor as they climb horizontally across, the wall. No ropes or harnesses are needed. Traverse Walls can occupy and optimize a variety of spaces—from gymnasiums to classrooms to hallways.

Safety Mats

Safety surfacing is a critical part of any climbing wall. Everlast Climbing offers safety climbing mats AND a way to "close" your climbing wall all with one product--the patented Mat Locking System. 2" or 3" Safety Mats provide a cushioned landing surface when the wall is in use. When it’s time to close the climbing wall, our cordless system is easy to use and helps prevent unauthorized climbing.

Here is a link to the Everlast Climbing website.  
https://everlastclimbing.com

Please feel free to stop by and check out our new Rock Wall!

Thank You,
Phil And Anne